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Introduction 
 
In African art, Lobi iconography is characterized by a remarkable 
diversity in terms of gesture and geometry that directly expresses the 
complexity of the socio-religious system and its impact on life (Warin1 
1989:12, Bognolo2 1993:380). Pre-contact Lobi statuary is purpose-
related, reduced to strict forms and in most cases free of any ornament 
(Rey 1974:54/56). 

 For a long time, however, Lobi art had not been recognized and 
was, in most cases, classified as crude, ugly and rudimental (Charles 
1911:205, Haumant 3 1929 (reprint 1998:12), Labouret 4 1931:188). At an 
even earlier date, however, Delafosse5 (1908:180) had mentioned statues 
of human size with realistic and detailed features. As will be discussed 
later, it seems that he alone had access to the secret shrines (thilduu 6) 
inside the houses, where sculptures of great aesthetic quality are kept.  

 The relationship between physical form and spiritual function, in 
particular, seems to constitute the basis of several classification systems 
for Lobi statuary. This work aims to give an overview and comparative 
analysis of the existing classification systems and identify constants and 
discrepancies, which may constitute starting points for future research. 
The study is limited to anthropomorphic wooden sculpture and based on 
a literature review. Literature is also analyzed from a scientific point of 
view, i.e. the methods of investigation, the reliability of information in 
terms of sample adequacy, disclosure and cross-checking of sources are 
taken into account. Finally, conclusions are drawn regarding the 
adequacy of the corresponding classification systems and the general 
integration of Lobi iconography into that of African art. 
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Socio-religious System 
 

The "Lobi branch" (according to Labouret 1931) comprises several ethnic 
groups of similar socio-cultural background: the Birifor, Dagara, Dyan, 
Gan, Lobi proper, Pwa, and Teese (Bognolo 1990). The approximately 
450-600,000 people represented by these groups are concentrated in an 
area of 30-35,000 km2 in the Southwest of Burkina Faso, the Northeast of 
Ivory Coast and Northwest of Ghana. They live in an acephalous system 
without any centralized authority; the main authority is exercised on the 
family level by the father. The society is bilineal, i.e. matri- and patrilineal 
(Goody7 1967, Fiéloux8 1980, De Rouville9 1987, Père10 1988). The patri-
lineage is linked to religious affiliation and is kept secret, which is 
probably why Labouret (1931) did not recognize it. This complex 
organization that is cross-linked with the religious system (see below) 
prevented an opening up of the society for a long time (Schneider11 
1990:379). In 1960, 69% of the population still had animistic beliefs 
(while this decreased to 16% in 2006) (RGPH 2008). 

 The religious system comprises three entities: the supreme being 
(thangba), the spiritual powers (thila, singular thil ) and the bush spirits 
(kontuorsi or konte). The thila exercise the real authority in the society. 
They establish the rules and interdicts and impose sanctions, with 
communication occurring via diviners. Up to this point literature is in 
agreement. Differences arise in the classification of a fourth entity: the 
ancestors. According to Bognolo (2007:10), the double (thuu) of a 
deceased lives on and the manifestation of his power is designated thil. 
The nature of this thil  is closely linked to the former life and/or death of  
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the deceased and can achieve the status of an ancestor. Pirat12 (1994:26) 
also equates ancestors with thila. On the other hand, Pooda13 (2007:74) 
claims ancestors are not identical to thila and places the former on the 
lowest level of the religious system: thangba-thila-konte-ancestors. 
According to Bosc14 (2004:24), the former thila of an ancestor act as inter-
mediaries between the ancestor and the descendant – he therefore also 
differentiates between the two entities. Meyer15 (1981a) does not 
explicitly address this point; however, in a footnote (1978:146) he 
equates thila with ancestors. 

 Numerous different thila and corresponding rituals exist, which 
fulfill different functions (Labouret 1931:408-412, Meyer 1978:30, Père 
1988:203) and their number continuously increases with the develop-
ment of the society (Labouret 1931:408, Père 1988:378). To enable them 
to be worshipped and receive sacrifices, the thila require a material 
support, in most cases anthropomorphic figures, which are kept on 
indoor or outdoor shrines. 
 
 

Lobi Classification Systems 
 

Based on the socio-religious system briefly summarized above, different 
classification systems for Lobi statuary have been published over the last 
45 years. An early article by Suyeux16 (1961) mentions the statuary but 
does not provide a classification. Himmelheber17 (1966) presented a first 
study specific to Lobi statuary. The article differentiates between figures 
installed outdoors (denominated konde) and indoors (sitona) and claims  
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that the former represent bush spirits (1966:84). Goody (1967:38) 
designates anthropomorphic figures as ancestor shrines. The first 
significant work on Lobi statuary was presented by Hillman (1972), with 
her Master thesis being based on a literature review. She attributes the 
diversity of artistic expression to the cultural heterogeneity of the Lobi 
branch. Based on sixty examples, she distinguishes between single 
standing figures, Janus images and heads surmounting stakes (1972:74). 

 In 1974, Kerchache organized the first exhibition of Lobi sculpture, 
thus opening the door for its recognition in African art. Although the 
catalogue offers no information regarding classification, it does mention 
that the figures represent ancestors (Rey 1974: 56, no reference for this 
statement is given however). Hagaman18 (1977:169) mentions that 
ancestors are symbolized by carved figurines; her work makes many 
references to Goody. Fiéloux (1980) does not mention the statuary in her 
thesis, not even when she describes the family shrines and sanctuaries of 
the patriclans. 

 Two Lobi sculpture exhibitions followed in New York in 1980 and 
in Zurich in 1981. While in the first exhibition catalogue (Hersey 1980) 
only general comments concerning the huge diversity of gestures are 
given, the second one (Meyer 1981a:56-109) presents the first compre-
hensive classification system – three main groups of sculptures are 
defined. The first group, designated bateba duntundara, offers protec-
tion against witches and sorcerers. Four subgroups are defined: 1) the 
"ordinary bateba" (bateba phuwe), which do not exhibit any specific 
gestures but often have a grim and furious expression on their face; 2) 
the "paralyzed bateba" (bateba bambar ) who sit and cannot move – 
they watch over the house while the other bateba are away and call 
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them back in case of danger; 3) the "dangerous persons" (bateba ti puo), 
making gestures of defense, e.g. one or both arms outstretched; and 4) 
the "exceptional persons" (bateba ti bala), which are also dangerous 
persons but exhibit extraordinary power. They have unusual physical 
characteristics such as only one or more than two arms or legs, two heads 
or Janus heads or bodies (denominated thil dokpa), several bodies, or 
one head on a post or leg only (bateba ti bala yuo). The more anatomic 
abnormalities bateba exhibit, the more powerful they are. The second 
group comprises the "sad bateba" (bateba yadawara). They express 
deep grief by their gestures, i.e. they hold one or both hands to their 
mouth, chin, head or shoulders or behind their back. These gestures 
signify that the bateba transfer the misfortune from the owner to them-
selves. The third group comprises bateba with other tasks to fulfill. Their 
gestures anticipate an event, e.g. the sexual act of a couple (bateba 
betise) to help find a wife; a woman with a child or children helps in 
conceiving a child. In every case, the task of each bateba is represented in 
his/her physical appearance, according to Meyer (1981a:109).  

 Meyer also emphasizes the fact that Lobi figures never represent 
ancestors (1981a:53). He thereby differentiates between ancestors 
recently deceased and those who died several generations ago and 
concedes, however, that Antongini and Spini19 (1981:96) and Goody 
(1967:38) refer to "returned people" who died one or two generations 
back and want to return to the house of their family. In the region where 
he stayed, however, bateba were never linked to ancestors. On the other 
hand, in (1978:29) he claims that Lobi do not differentiate in linguistic 
usage between thila and objects with which they are identified or shrines 
and, as mentioned above, admits that thila also represent ancestors  
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(1978:146, footnote 22). The conclusion that bateba represent ancestors, 
therefore, seems not so far off. He further emphasizes that homo-
geneous style regions do not exist (1981a:6) due to the frequent 
relocations (every 2nd or 3rd generation) of up to several 100 km resulting 
from soil depletion. 

 In 1984, Krezdorn20 organized a further exhibition of Lobi culture 
and statuary. The catalogue, however, does not contain any specific 
information concerning classification. De Rouville (1987:236) confirmed 
Meyer’s view that the memory concerning ancestors is not very deep; the 
ancestor of reference is the father of the living generation. She does not 
mention the statuary in her thesis although she discusses the socio-
religious system in detail. Père (1988) mentions a large number of 
commemorative statuettes linked to ancestral beliefs as well as the 
statuettes, buthiba, of the diviners (1988:325). A photo (1988:204) shows 
the interior of a thilduu and the statues are assigned to at least ten 
different thila, but no mention is made of ancestors. In her detailed 
descriptions of ancestral rituals statuary is not addressed (1988:210). 

 Warin published the next article specific to Lobi statuary in 1989 
and traces back the great diversity of iconography to the complexity of 
the social and religious system. He develops a description of Lobi style 
but more or less uses Meyer’s classification and, like Himmelheber, claims 
that the statues (called buthiba) represent bush spirits (konte) (1989:18). 
However, no references are given in this article. Schneider (1990:304) 
also refers to Meyer’s work with regard to the statuary. 

 Bognolo presented the first of a series of publications (in French) 
in 1990. She basically defines five groups of statues and objects (1990:27) 
– group 1): ancestor representations of the highest aesthetic quality  
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which do not make any specific gestures (3 types of ancestors: kotina – 
mythic ancestors of the patriclan; kothila – "ordinary" ancestors, kept in 
the house shrine (thilduu); buorthila – small statues of the diviner); group 
2): representations of the double thuu (buthib-thuu : personal statues of 
variable aesthetic quality which exhibit different gestures according to 
their spiritual function (e.g. outstretched arms) and are placed next to 
the kotina to link them both together); group 3): representations of 
dangerous power (kotee), which are only kept outdoors (the sole 
example given is a statue with a Janus head); group 4): sacred animals 
and group 5) ritual objects.  

 Bognolo (1993:381) then slightly modified her classification 
according to a two-axis analysis (which unfortunately is not sufficiently 
detailed to be traceable). The different groups are attributed to periods 
(the past, historic present, present, and future) as follows: 1) past: the 
mythic ancestors (now designated kothila, which were the common 
ancestors above, of large size) and animals; 2) historic present: the 
common ancestors (designated khididaara, of medium size) and thil bia 
(small divination statues of the diviner, which are of limited service life 
and do not represent ancestors); 3) present: representations of the 
double (thil thuu), which express current circumstances by specific 
gestures as well as sacred ritual objects (thil thie, e.g. stools); 4) future: 
extraordinary (not dangerous as above) power (kotee, again, only Janus 
figures are mentioned) and amulets (taari ). The four groups are sub-
sequently summarized into three types of representations: 1) past: 
statues for storage of cultural heritage and determination of social 
group (clan) behavior; 2) present: statues to help integrate the individual 
into the society; 3) future: statues for protection and control as well as  
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cultural development. Bognolo further emphasizes (1993:394) that she 
registered 126 carvers in "a sufficiently acceptable way" (citation, no 
specification of this term is given) to identify 36 centers of style of which 
27 are still active. The centers are mapped and classified according to the 
ethnic groups. 

 In the same year, Scanzi (1993) published a book on Lobi icono-
graphy. As far as classification is concerned, he refers to Meyer, and not 
to Bognolo. Pirat (1994) adopts Meyer’s classification. He was also aware 
of Bognolo’s work up to that time, but contradicts the matter of ancestor 
representation. Based on Père (1988) he claims that ancestor represen-
tation is not the rule but is limited to single cases. 

 Bognolo (1997) again modified her classification: she only distin-
guishes three types of statues: 1) small bateba (thilbia) without any 
gesture: representing distant ancestors only vaguely remembered; 2) 
figures of specific gesture (buthiba) according to the problem that needs 
to be solved (sexual act, woman with child, etc.); 3) bateba that represent 
still remembered ancestors of the group (clan) or family (of medium and 
large size). 

 Bosc (1999) discussed the designation of buthiba vs. thilbia : 
buthiba (pl. buthibe) originates from Birifor but is also used by Lobi 
people. The same term in Lobiri means thil-buu (pl. thil-bia) – both terms 
are therefore synonymous. He also emphasizes that Lobi statuary is not 
anonymous (as it is often seen to be through Western eyes) – the client 
knows the sculptor he selects and mandates well. In the same year, 
Gottschalk21 (1999) published a book on Lobi divination in particular and 
with regard to ancestor representation, he emphasizes the differing  
views held by Meyer and Bognolo (1999:121). 
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 In Bognolo (2000a) she further simplifies the system introduced in 
1997 by only distinguishing thilbia and buthiba. The terms, however, are 
defined differently (compared to Bosc 1999, see above): thilbia – small 
power; buthiba – derived from "buor yi thil ba": remedy, "seen" by the 
diviner. The thilbia are small and crude and develop in quality and size in 
parallel to the socio-religious development of the individual up to the 
thilkotina, which represent the ancestors and are of high aesthetic 
quality. The buthiba, on the other hand, are of variable dimension and 
aesthetic quality and represent individual situations or problems that are 
resolved by the diviner. Up until that time, she recorded 135 carvers and 
identified 37 schools of style (however, no details are given concerning 
this identification). In her diploma thesis, Bognolo (2000b) describes the 
different stages of man’s life and the associated rituals and installations 
of shrines; the work does not present any new aspects regarding Lobi 
statuary however. 

 Also in 2000, the Lobi collection of the Morat Institute was 
exhibited in Graz (Austria). The catalogue, however, refers only to a text 
concerning a former exhibition on the art of Burkina Faso of 1995 (Morat 
2000:6). Förster (1995:39), in that catalogue, referred to Meyer’s classifi-
cation. Two years later, Katsouros (2002) published a brochure in which 
he presents groups of figures by nine different carvers and in the 
introduction he refers to Meyer’s classification. 

 Two sales exhibitions took place in 2004 in the Dulon and Flak 
Galleries in Paris. Fiéloux (2004) introduced the catalogue for the Dulon 
exhibition, only referring to Meyer’s and Bognolo’s work however. Bosc 
(2004) added to the catalogue for the Flak exhibition. In agreement with 
Bognolo, he mentions that the installation of a thil occurs in different  
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steps during which he "grows" simultaneously with the human being. 
Accordingly, he distinguishes three categories of thilbou : 1) thilbou-bia 
(10-20 cm); 2) thilbou-manainni sono (20-50 cm); 3) thilbou-kontina       
(60 cm and larger). Moreover he adds a fourth category, the bobothila of 
less than 10 cm used by diviners. He further emphasizes that a specific 
gesture can have different meanings that strongly depend on the diviner. 
The same function can be performed by different gestures. As men-
tioned above, he differentiates between ancestors and thila, the latter 
being the intermediary between the former and the descendant. He 
claims that the thilbia are the receptacle for the thila who in turn support 
the thou of the ancestors (2004:34, the translation of "supporter" on 
page 31 by "carry" appears incorrect). The thilbia therefore do not 
directly represent the ancestors. 

 In 2006, Katsouros and Herkenhoff published a second book on 
anonymous carvers, in which fourteen additional examples are 
presented. One year later, Katsouros (2007) published the Loebarth 
collection, in which he classifies the gestures according to Meyer (1981a).  

 In (Bognolo 2007) she maintains the thilbia-buthiba classification 
introduced in 1997 and 2000. While, as previously mentioned, the thilbia 
are linked to ancestors, the buthiba now represent dangerous 
wandering spirits or "unfinished ancestors" (2007:14, English edition) 
who were unable to reach ancestor status. In order to offer them a 
support as quickly as possible, large statues, buthiba kotin, are carved in 
some cases. Diviners use statuettes of both types – thilbia and buthiba. 
Bognolo further claims that ancestor statues in a thilduu exhibit stylistic 
homogeneity in order to facilitate communication back to the distant 
ancestors (2007:51). The style is therefore linked to the matriclan and  
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ethnic group. Although she admits difficulty in identifying different styles 
in the iconography in view of cultural intermix and migration (see also 
above: Meyer 1981a:6), she claims "a kind of congruency between the 
current geographical distribution of cultural groups and the definition of 
their stylistic identity" (2007:54, citation). She then characterizes specific 
styles according to ethnic groups (Pwa, Wiile, Dagara-lobr, Jaa, Teese, 
Birifor, Lobi) or locations (Poyo, Holly Keko, Tinkhiero). However, only a 
very limited number of examples are shown per style and, if grouped 
together, the identification of a homogeneous, group-specific style is 
difficult, with the exception of the Dagara-lobr kpin-sebla ancestor 
figures (shape of an inverted Y). The style specifications, in some cases, 
are applicable to only one of the examples shown. To furthermore define 
composite styles (e.g. Lobi-Birifor or Lobi-Wiile) seems questionable. 

 In 2007, the last Lobi exhibition took place in Joinville, France. In 
the catalogue introduction Warin (2007) adopts Bognolo’s view regar-
ding ancestor representation. A last publication about Lobi statuary 
focuses on the carver Tyohepte Pale, who was classified as a forger by 
Meyer (1981a:153) but is now rehabilitated by Bosc (2009). 
 
 

Classification in African Art 
 

Gestures are widespread in African statuary and not limited to Lobi art. 
Blier (1982) proposed a classification of gestures in African art, which will 
be discussed in the following with regard to Lobi statuary. She 
distinguished the stylistic, aesthetic, temporal, material and functional  
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dimensions of gesture as well as the significance of hands in motion, 
reflection of socio-psychological attitudes, interactive quality of gesture, 
physical deformities, and postures assumed in worship and actions 
related to cosmology. Blier furthermore identified the most commonly 
used gestures in African art: hand to the chin or mouth, hands clasping 
or supporting the head or parts of the body, seated position with elbows 
resting on upraised knees, arms extended outward towards the side, 
raised above or placed behind the back, as well as body deformities or 
superabundance of gesture. 

 Lobi styles are rather defined by matriclan and ethnic group 
affiliations (see above, according to Bognolo 2007:51) and not by 
differences in gesture. In contrast to Yoruba’s Ibeji figures, for instance, 
gesture does not make any distinction between substyles or geographic 
variants. Similarly to Baule sculptures, however, gesture has a strong 
aesthetic dimension in Lobi art. In many cases, elements of asymmetry 
are introduced such as a slight rotation of the torso or head. A temporal 
dimension of gesture, as present in Dogon art, for instance, cannot be 
identified in Lobi statuary. The material used, however, strongly 
influences gesture, e.g. when using the natural curves and forks of wood 
in bateba ti puo or Dagara-lobr kpin-sebla figures. Gestures incorporated 
for functional reasons (in order to serve as a device) are not used in 
purely anthropomorphic representations.  

 In contrast to many other societies, the hands do not play any 
significant role in Lobi art. Often they are only schematically carved, in 
many cases even not at all. Gesture, however, has multiple roles in 
everyday life and therefore a strong socio-psychological dimension in 
Lobi iconography. The second group (bateba yadawara) and third group  
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(other tasks) of gestures according to Meyer (1981a) can be assigned to 
this category. The interactive role of gesture means that gesture evokes a 
response on the part of the observer. This is primarily the case for 
gestures of the first group according to Meyer (1981a), the bateba 
duntundara, without, however, the fourth subgroup (the bateba ti bala). 
The fourth subgroup can be assigned to the category of physical 
deformities or superabundance of gesture. A specific case of physical 
deformity are heads on posts, denominated bateba ti bala yuo (Meyer 
1981a:95) or baathil (Bognolo 2007:36), which may express different 
functions. Bognolo claims that this statue is a support for the khele, a 
dangerous power released by a homicide, and that such heads are placed 
on outdoor earth shrines. Antongini and Spini (1981:169), however, 
present a case whereby the head acts as intermediary for all the other 
ancestors. Bognolo (1997:127) herself moreover shows a photo of a 
thilduu, where a head is placed indoors. A similar photo is shown by 
Meyer (1981a:27). Superabundance of gesture (e.g. Janus representation, 
several arms or bodies, etc.) is frequent in Lobi iconography and, as 
mentioned above, is linked to power. Gestures of worship and 
cosmology, as in Dogon art for example, are not used in Lobi icono-
graphy. 

 This analysis further shows that all the most frequent gestures 
used in African art (as listed above by Blier) can also be found in Lobi 
iconography, with the exception of the typical seated position with 
elbows resting on upraised knees. 
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Authenticity 
 
Authenticity in African art is a notion without a well-defined meaning. 
African statuary can usually be classified according to five levels: 1) pre-
contact; manufactured for ritual use; 2) post-contact, manufactured for 
ritual use, without Western influence; 3) post-contact, manufactured for 
ritual use with Western influence on style or details; 4) manufactured for 
commercial purposes, without any ritual patina; and 5) manufactured 
with faked age and patina to deceive buyers. Levels 1 to 3 are normally 
linked to authenticity. However, seen from a broader perspective, in 
particular taking Western art into account (artworks produced for 
selling), excluding level 4 from the status of authenticity is questionable. 
 This classification, however, does not yet take any appraisal of 
artistic quality into consideration. Each level comprises objects of low and 
high artistic quality. Reasons for this are that African statues are normally 
manufactured as objects of utility and not as artwork and – in the case of 
Lobi – carvers are generally not skilled (Meyer 1981a:127).  
 As far as Lobi is concerned, it is almost impossible to differentiate 
between levels 1 and 2. Only the objects shown in Charles (1911:XIII-XV) 
may be clearly designated as level 1. Level 3 objects include, for instance, 
statues holding a pipe or wearing peaked caps. Traditional Lobi carvers 
already worked in the 1920s for colonial officers although they were not 
allowed to manufacture objects for commercial purposes (level 4 objects). 
As is well known, Sikire Kambire (1896-1963), the most famous Lobi 
carver, copied a Baule mask, commissioned by Labouret (1931:188). 
According to Bognolo (1997:129), however, he became sick and died 
prematurely because he worked for commercial purposes. 

Bateba ti bala / buthib, one arm, Janus head, 14.7 cm 
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Conclusions 
 

In contrast to the ethnological works (e.g. Meyer 1978:81, who gives all 
the details regarding his database), sources of data and statistical signifi-
cance regarding statuary are not disclosed in most cases and reliability is 
not discussed. In many cases, only individual carvers are cited and 
information as to whether the data was independently cross-checked is 
lacking. Furthermore, it is not shown how the classification systems were 
derived from the databases. A typical case is Bognolo (2007) where, 
based on interviews with approximately 130 carvers, stylistic centers are 
defined and specified. However, the disclosed information does not 
allow any independent checking and tracing of the results.  

 In addition, as shown in the footnotes, some of the periods spent 
in Lobi country may have been too short to obtain reliable information 
(e.g. in the case of Himmelheber17). Also, several of the key researchers 
(Bognolo2, De Rouville9, Fiéloux8, Meyer15, Père10, Schneider11) focused 
their activity in the same region around Gaoua where most of them 
found accommodation in the house of Bindoute Da, influential chief of 
the ex-Iridiaka Canton (Schneider 1991:28); thus the fact of whether their 
results are representative of the whole Lobi branch is questionable.  

 From the strictly scientific point of view and considering the 
heterogeneity of the society and rituals, therefore, none of the published 
results can be classified as being generally valid. Nevertheless, all the 
publications cited in this study can be taken as samples from a large 
database and allow some conclusions to be drawn regarding classifi-
cation systems. 

Bateba ti bala / buthib, 23.8 cm 
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 The classification systems proposed by Meyer (1981a) and 
Bognolo (2007) are not so contradictory after all. From the iconographic 
point of view, Meyer’s bateba phuwe correspond to Bognolo’s thilbia-
thilkotina. Meyer’s other groups (bambar, ti puo, ti bala, yadawara, 
group of other tasks) correspond to Bognolo’s buthiba-buthiba kotin. 
The only difference lies in the question of ancestor representation, which 
is negated by Meyer but affirmed by Bognolo (who differentiates 
between common and mythic ancestors for the thilbia and unfinished 
ancestors for the buthiba). This difference may be explained by Bosc’s 
conclusion (2004) that the thila act as intermediaries between descen-
dants and the ancestor’s thou. The statues would therefore not directly 
represent an ancestor but one of his former thila who acts as inter-
mediary. Hence, from the point of view of general linguistic usage, both 
Meyer and Bognolo may be right. However, it is difficult to understand 
why Père and the ethnologists Fiéloux and De Rouville did not address 
the statuary in their theses, or did so only marginally, if it is really linked 
to ancestors who play a significant role in the socio-religious system. One 
reason may be that their area of activity was the same as Meyer’s (see 
above), who excluded ancestor representation in his region. Père 
mentioned the heterogeneity of the different rituals and Bognolo’s field 
of activity, according to the map in (1993:395), was in fact much larger 
than the Gaoua region.  

Another point that remains unclear is the role that bush spirits or 
bush-beings play in Lobi statuary. The denomination of bush spirits 
differs greatly, as follows: Labouret (1931:407/412) – konnton (Birifor), 
konnte (Lobi); Himmelheber (1966:84) – konde ; Meyer (1978:34) – kontej, 
krupa, dablo (3 different types); Meyer (1981a:53) – kontuorsi, kontey ;  
 

Bateba ti bala yuo / baathil (indoor patina), 26.5 cm 
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Warin (1989:18) – konte ; Bosc (2004:18) – kontee-pou, kontee-bouo ; 
Pooda (2007:74, 2010:3) – kotee-bie, kotee-bili. According to Labouret, 
Himmelheber, Meyer and Warin, statues may also represent bush spirits. 
Bosc (2004:32) emphasizes that the kontee-bouo (good kontee) are thila 
while the power of the bad kontee (kontee-pou) is neutralized by statues 
of extraordinary appearance, which are denominated kontee-pou. 
Antongini and Spini (1981:102) mention that unnatural death causes 
transformation into bush spirits, which, in the case shown, are represen-
ted by a couple made of clay. According to Meyer (1978:34), bush spirits 
have their own thila.  

 Bognolo (1990:26, 1993:390) mentions dangerous power – kotee 
(Lobi), kotoble (Dagari), koton (Birifor) – liberated when persons die an 
unnatural death. Such power may be represented by Janus figures. A link 
between this power and bush spirits, however, has not been established 
(Pooda equates kotee and bush spirits, see above). In 2007:16, Bognolo 
mentions buthiba, which are associated with spirits that are acquainted 
with bush rulers – kotorsi. Furthermore, buthiba, as discussed previously, 
represent the wandering spirits of unfinished ancestors (2007:14). There-
fore, similarly to the above discussion regarding ancestor representation, 
the question remains open as to whether statues may directly represent 
bush spirits or spirits/thila associated with the latter – and even whether 
the wandering spirits of unfinished ancestors are not also bush spirits. 

 As the review demonstrates, the iconography, i.e. gesture and 
size, is directly linked to a spiritual function, in particular for the buthiba 
group (denomination according to Bognolo). Nevertheless, one specific 
gesture may indicate different spiritual functions. Most of the different 
gestures are not specific to Lobi iconography and can also be found in  
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other African societies. What makes Lobi iconography remarkable, how-
ever, is that almost all of the numerous existing gestures are present in 
the iconography of one sole society.  

 Gesture and size, furthermore, are dictated by the thila, who 
communicate via the diviner with the client, who subsequently orders 
the statue. In fact, the diviner or soothsayer is the key person in the 
definition and advancement of the iconography of Lobi statuary. Taking 
into account the fact that diviners are numerous and are normal 
individuals (no education is required), the cultural development of the 
Lobi society – and the iconography of the statuary in parallel – still evolve 
in accordance with new problems, demands and challenges, as long as 
animistic beliefs are maintained. 
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Notes 
 
1 Warin, François: was in Kampti (1989, footnote 9), no further information 
given. 
2 Bognolo, Daniela: Ethnologist, stays in 1980-1998 in Poni and Bougouriba 
provinces (Bognolo 1993a:379, 2000b:3-8). Since 1990, her main informant was 
Illithé Hien, one of the persons responsible for the joro ceremonies (2000b:5). 
Based on information from other sources, she hypothesizes that Illithé’s 
communications are representative of Lobi society (2000b:252). 
3 Haumant, Jean-Camille: Adjoint administrator, Gaoua, 4 years in the 20s (De 
Rouville 1987:8). 
4 Labouret, Henri (1878-1959): Commander of Gaoua circle, 1914-1920, 1921-
1924 (De Rouville 1987:8). He carried out detailed ethnographic studies on the 
life and culture of the Lobi branch. 
5 Delafosse, Maurice (1870-1926): Ethnographer, colonial officer, mission of 
exploration in 1901-1903 (Delafosse 1908:IX). 
6 Notations of the cited publications are basically maintained but simplified 
(without accents), e.g. thou and thuu are synonyms, etc.  
7 Goody, Jack: Ethnologist, 08.1950-09.1951, 03.-12.1952 in Birifu and Tom, 
Northwest of Ghana (Goody 1967:ix). 
8 Fiéloux, Michèle: Ethnologist, 12.1971-12.1972 in Gbomblora department 
(Fiéloux 1980:3). 
9 De Rouville, Cécile: Ethnologist, 01.1971-01.1972 in Gbomblora department, 
further stays subsequently (not specified) (De Rouville 1987:9). 
10 Père, Madeleine (1923-2002): Social/technical assistant and researcher, 1961-
1988 in Gaoua (Bognolo 2003:165). 
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11 Schneider, Klaus: Ethnologist, 01.-06.1984, 01.-03.1985, 10.1987, 01.-02.1990 
in Gbomblora department (Schneider 1990:19, 1991:2). 
12 Pirat, Claude-Henri (1994:27): 1992 in Gaoua region (no more data given). 
13 Pooda, Sansan Hervé: Lobi, priest and biblical translator, expert in socio-
religious questions of traditional Lobi culture, Gaoua (personal communication). 
14 Bosc, Julien (1999:75): Writer and ethnographer, 4 stays of 3 months each, 
1995-1999 in Gaoua region.  
15 Meyer, Piet: Ethnologist, 12.76-02.77 and 3 months in 1980, mainly in 
Vourbira/Gbomblora (Meyer 1978:1, 1981a:6). Based on the first stay, he wrote 
his licentiate thesis (1978), which focuses on divination and does not contain any 
information about statuary. In July 1979, he was mandated to organize the 
Rietberg exhibition (Meyer 1981b:16) and it seems that his subsequent stay in 
1980 was dedicated to this topic. 
16 Suyeux, Jean: Judge, 07.1953-05.1955 in Gaoua (Suyeux 1993:515). 
17 Himmelheber, Hans (1908-2003): Ethnologist, North of Ivory Coast for some 
days in 1965 (Himmelheber 1966:63). 
18 Hagaman, Barbara (1977:iii): Anthropologist, 01.-08.1975 in Kalaba, North-
west of Ghana.  
19 Antongini, Giovanna & Spini, Tito (1981:1/2): Poni province and North of Ivory 
Coast in 1977-1981. They investigated 102 houses and three territories delimited 
by thila. 
20 Krezdorn, Walter: 2.5 years, before 1984, in Gaoua hospital (Krezdorn 1984:3). 
21 Gottschalk, Burkhard: 1978 and 1993 in Gaoua region (Gottschalk 1999:6). 
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Overview Gestures 
 

Gesture Meyer 1981a Bognolo 2000b/2007 Bosc 2004 

Just stand Bateba duntundara 
phuwe 

Thilbuu, thilkotin  Thilbou kontin/manainni 
sono/buu, bobothil 

Head turned Bateba duntundara 
phuwe 

Buthib, represen-
tation of Hinataa  

Thilbou fi hin 

Paralyzed Bateba duntundara 
bambar 

Buthib Thilbou gbamgbar 

Both arms 
raised 

Bateba duntundara  
ti puo 

Buthib Thilbou nyella 

One arm 
raised 

Bateba duntundara  
ti puo 

Buthib nyobla Thilbou banyo 

Janus head Bateba duntundara  
ti bala dokpa 

Buthib, represen-
tation of Sir 

Thilbou you-yenyo 

Back to back Bateba duntundara  
ti bala dokpa 

Buthib, represen-
tation of Dayiir  

Thilbou you-yenyo 

Double head  Bateba duntundara  
ti bala 

Buthib, represen-
tation of Thilkuur  

 

Head on post Bateba duntundara  
ti bala yuo  

Buthib baathil, on 
altar of Milkuur 

Thilbou yo 

Sad Bateba yadawara Buthib  
Woman with 
one child 

Bateba with other  
tasks  

Buthib deewabii Thilbou khe bambi 

Woman with 
two children 

Bateba with other  
tasks  

Buthib, represen-
tation of Sokpie  

Thilbou khe bambi 

Sexual act Bateba with other 
tasks, betise 

Buthib Thilbou khe mounkha 

Pot on head Bateba with other  
tasks  

Buthib, represen-
tation of Kopema  
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Overview Exhibitions 
 

Location Year Reference Topic 

Alger 1969 Triandé 1969 Upper Volta 
Zürich 1970 Leuzinger 1970 Mixed, 11 Lobi 
Bruxelles 1973 Kamer 1973 Upper Volta 
Paris 1974 Rey 1974 Lobi 
Austin 1976 Goodall 1976 Upper Volta 
New York 1978 Skougstad 1978 Upper Volta 
New York 1980 Hersey 1980 Lobi 
Zürich 1981 Meyer 1981a Lobi 
Konstanz  1984 Krezdorn 1984 Lobi 
Westmount 1987 Dagan 1987 Burkina Faso 
Amiens 1992 N’Diaye 1992 Burkina Faso 
Duisburg, 
Heilbronn, 
Bremen 

1995 
 

1996 

Förster 1995 Burkina Faso 

Graz 2000 Morat 2000 Lobi 
Paris  2001 Massa; Lauret 2001 Trois Volta 
Paris 2004 Fiéloux 2004 Lobi 
Paris 2004 Bosc 2004 Lobi 
Montreal 2007 Blais 2007 Subsaharan 

Africa 
Joinville 2007 Warin 2007 Lobi 
New York 2008 Bella 2008 French Sudan 

 
Masks based on a Baule model (carver: Sikire Kambire), 19.8/23/14.5 cm 
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